Pepper Sauce
By: Bob Olson  (2018)
Music: Bobe’s Pepper by Chuck Corman  32 bars  AABB  2/2
Recording: Bobe’s Pepper, Arranged   x9
Formation: Longways TM

A  1-8  1st couple cross down (as 2nd couple cast up) and pass outside the 3rd couple to start hey for three on sides.

A2  1-8  1s cross, cast to 2nd R-hand turn 3/4 to face up
        While 2s R-hand turn about 1 1/4 moving up to face down
        and 3s L-hand turn about 1 1/4 to face up

B1  1-8  Triple tandem dolphin hey, w1 start right shoulder up with m2,
        all end proper & progressed.

B2  1-3  All dance away from the set
       4-6  All loop left to face back in
       7-8  All dance back to the set

Notes:
At the beginning of the dolphin hey the order from the top is
w2, m2 (facing down), w1, m1 & w3, m3 (facing up).
Partners dance in tandem trading leads at ends.

Bobe’s Pepper by Chuck Corman from The Moving Violations CD Elasticity.